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Protein structure

Proteins are polymers of amino acids linked by peptide 
bonds.
Properties of proteins are determined by both the 
particular sequence of amino acids and by the 
conformation (fold) of the protein.
Flexibility in the
bonds around C:
–  (phi)
–  (psi)
– sidechain

Protein folding

For most proteins, each of the flexible angles has a 
single preferred value, and each of the thousands of 
atoms has a fixed position
– Dynamics (and even unordered regions) do play some role in 

protein function, but can be neglected for now
Insulin: a very small example
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Protein Structure (1)

Protein structure is described in four levels
– Primary structure: amino acid sequence
– Secondary structure: local (in sequence) ordering into

• ()Helices: compressed, corkscrew structures
• ()Strands: extended, nearly straight structures 
• ()Sheets: paired strands, reinforced by hydrogen bonds

– parallel (same direction) or antiparallel sheets
• Coils, Turns & Loops: changes in direction

– Tertiary structure: global ordering (all angles/atoms)
– Quaternary structures: multiple, disconnected amino acid chains 

interacting to form a larger structure

Protein structure cartoons

Protein Structure 
Representations

Different
visualizations
show various
aspects of
structure
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Protein Structure (2)

Aspects of protein structure that are important for 
function and often discussed:
– Surface properties:  Most interactions happen at the molecular 

surface.  Determinants are charge and shape
– Active site: Often, just a few amino acids do the main 

(enzymatic) task of a protein.  These are called the active site.  
The rest of the protein can provide specificity by ensuring that
only certain molecules “see” the active site.

– (Hydrophobic) core: The buried central part of the protein, 
which exerts a strong influence on overall shape

– Loops: surface regions which are relatively unconstrained

Protein structure (3)

Proteins are created linearly and then assume their 
tertiary structure by “folding.” 
– Exact mechanism is still unknown

Proteins assume the lowest energy structure
– Or sometimes an ensemble of low energy structures.

Hydrophobic collapse drives process
Local (secondary) structure proclivities
Internal stabilizers:
– Hydrogen bonds, disulphide bonds, salt bridges.

Protein structure (4)

Post-translational modifications 
Covalent additions to the amino acid chain
– Example: Phosphorylation: the addition of a phosphate group.  

Very important in signal transduction
– Other kinds of PTMs: acetylation, methylation, glycosylation, 

etc.
Cleavage
– Sometimes, the protein as synthesized is not active, and only 

becomes so after the initial chain is cleaved, creating active 
pieces.

– Polyproteins   
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The (Less Central?) 
Dogmas of Protein Structure

The amino acid sequence of a protein alone determines 
its (tertiary) structure.  
– Similar sequences have similar structures (mostly).
– Alfonsin experiment: refolding in water
– But chaperonins and prions....

Protein structure determines its function
– Similar structures have similar functions (mostly).
– But protein-protein interactions...

Nitrogenase: 
A structure/function example

Nitrogenase is the protein complex that autotrophs use 
to “fix” atmospheric nitrogen.
– N2 + 8H+ -> 2NH4 (sort of)
– Reaction requires a lot of energy! 

Industrially, requires high temperature, 
300A pressure, and catalyst

Two component proteins 
– Dinitrogenase, splits the N2
– Nitrogenase Reductase, 

provides the steady stream 
of electrons needed (8 ferrodoxins oxidized!)

Crucial cofactors

Nitrogenase has an unusual set of cofactors:
– Iron, sulfur and a molybdenum ion
– Thought to perform the nitrogen-fixing reaction, although 

precise details 
are still unknown:
structure helps, 
but need more
chemistry, too.

– Electrons fed to
Mo/Fe cluster
which is stabilized
with homocitrate
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The Molecular Biology of the 
Gene

Perhaps the key insight of molecular biology, and the 
core the Central Dogma: 

Genes specify proteins
The sequence of nucleotides in DNA codes for the 
sequence of amino acids in proteins.
There is also other information in DNA, e.g.
– Signals regarding when a protein should be produced
– Functional (not messenger) RNAs

How genes code for proteins

The Genetic Code is a translation between nucleotide 
sequence and amino acid sequence
– 20 amino acids but only 4 nucleotides
– Coding is in triplets of nucleotides, called codons.

43 = 64 codons.  
– Some redundant  (e.g. GGT and GGC code for Glycine)

• Most redundancy in third nucleotide, the “wobble base”
– Some code for “stop”: TAA, TAG, TGA

A few organisms have (slightly) different genetic 
codes

From gene to protein

DNA is translated 5' → 3'
Start signal is a methionine (ATG)
or, in Prokaryotes, also GTG
6 reading frames
– 3 starting places
– 2 strands

The Central Dogma:
– DNA is transcribed into mRNA
– mRNA is translated into protein

Cartoon is for Eukaryotes
For Prokaryotes, no post-transcription or nucleus
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Coding example

DNA:  5' atgaggcgagaataagt 3'
3' tactccgctcttattca 5'

Possible translations:  
Forward strand
– atg agg cga gaa taa 

Met Arg Arg Glu STOP

– tga  ggc gag aat aag
STOP Gly Glu Asn Lys

– gag gcg aga ata agt
Glu Ala Arg Ile Ser

Reverse strand
act tat tct cgc ctc
Thr Tyr Ser Arg Leu

ctt att ctc gcc tca
Leu Ile Leu Ala Ser

tta ttc tcg cct cat
Leu Phe Ser Pro His

RNA

Similar to DNA, except
– Found in single stranded form

• Although does bind to itself in some cases
• Double stranded RNA viruses do exist, but are rare

– Substitutes Uracil (U) for Thymine (T)
– Slightly different sugar in the backbone

(an oxygen heterocycle instead of DNA's pentose)

Kinds of RNA

RNA has many functions
Messenger mRNA that brings DNA code to protein 
production machinery
Transfer tRNA matches amino acids to codons
“Small” RNAs are RNAs not involved in protein 
production, e.g. snRNA
– Ribosomal rRNA is part of the machinery that produces proteins 

(more in a moment)
– Some RNAs have catalytic activity
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Transcription overview

DNA is unwound, and 
messenger RNA (mRNA)
which reflects the DNA
sequence is created
mRNA sequence is inverse 
of DNA sequence
mRNA is processed
into “mature” mRNA
– In Prokaryotes this is minor,

in Eukaryotes, lots happens

Transcription in reality

Proteins which do the work 
are DNA-directed RNA 
Polymerases

Ribosomes

Specialized molecular assemblies that effect the 
translation of RNA into protein.
Significant! In E coli, 15,000 ribosomes, making up 
25% of total mass of the cell.
Complexes of 
– Large subunit 

• Bacterial: 2 rRNAs, 31 proteins
• Eukaryotic: 3 rRNAs, 50 proteins

– Small subunit 
• Bacterial: 1 rRNA, 21 proteins
• Eukaryotic: 1 rRNA, 32 proteins
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Ribosome Function

Create proteins from the messages in mRNA
Hold the mRNA,
appropriate tRNA and
the growing amino
acid chain in place
Catalyze the 
peptide bond 
reaction

Ribosome structure

The size of the ribosome and the molecular weights of 
the rRNA molecules differ from organism to organism. 
Prokaryotic
smaller than
Eukaryotic

tRNA function

Transfer RNA (tRNA) matches codons to amino acids.
One end has an anti-codon which binds to the mRNA.  
The tRNA codon sequence is the same as the gene 
sequence
– mRNA is inverse of DNA, tRNA is inverse of mRNA 
– RNA, so U instead of T

Other end binds the appropriate amino acid. 
– Specifically, but not too strongly (has to release it!)
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tRNA structure

tRNA has a fixed conformation 
(contrast with “floppy” mRNA )
RNA secondary structure is how nucleotides in the 
RNA bind to other nucleotides in it
RNA tertiary structure is the complete 3D 
conformation.

Other parts of the complex

Initiation factors:
– Proteins which start the process of translating mRNA

Elongation factors:
– Proteins which ensure that the translation proceeds 

appropriately.
– E.g. Peptidase, which creates the peptide bonds

Termination factors:
– Detect STOP codons, and end the translation

Molecular study of life

Hierarchical study of structure and function
Ribosome is a good example of a biomolecular 
machine
– Complex components, intricately assembled
– Key function: the mechanism for creation of all proteins
– Need to understand

• All of its components (their structures and functions)
• Their interactions
• Energetics (didn't discuss today)


